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Let % be a family of sets having a finite number of infinite members. A proof 
is given for a theorem of Brualdi and Scrimger regarding the existence of a 
transversal of 2X, and this theorem is used to obtain necessary and sufficient 
conditions for 9l to have a partial transversal of prescribed finite defect. The 
dual of the Brualdi-Scrimger result is discussed. 
1. Let 2I = (Ai : i E Z) be a family of subsets of a set E, where Zis 
an infinite set, and there is a subset I, of Z such that Z\Z, is finite and Ai is 
finite if and only if i E I, . Necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
family 9I to have a transversal were obtained by R. A. Brualdi and 
E. B. Scrimger [l] and J. Folkman [2], and earlier by T. Rado and 
H. A. Jung [4] when 1 Z\Z, I = 1. Actually, Brualdi and Scrimger proved 
a more general result, but we are concerned only with the question of the 
existence of a transversal of VI. Folkman’s work may be viewed as an 
alternate proof of the result of Brualdi and Scrimger, since the conclusion 
of Lemma 3.3 of [2] is essentially the condition stated in Theorem 5 of [l]. 
L. Mirsky referred to the difficulty of the papers [l] and [2], and suggested 
the need for further work [3, pp. 72,221]. 
In this note we formulate the theorem of Brualdi and Scrimger after 
the manner of Folkman, and present a simple proof. Some argument can 
be made that condition (ii) of Theorem 1 is not as simple as one might 
desire. However, Theorem 1 is at least as acceptable as the result of Rado 
and Jung, and it can be applied to obtain other results. All undefined 
terminology and notation is that of Mirsky’s book [3]. 
Let %?(a) be the collection of all subsets Fof E such that j A(J)\F I 3 I J I 
for all finite .Z Z I, . If F E %?@I), let K(F) be the union of all finite J C I,, 
such that 1 A(J)\P I = I J I . 
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THEOREM 1. The family 9l has a transversal if and onIy if 
(i) 1 A(J)/ > j J/for allfinite J C I,, and 
(ii)foraZlF~W(‘?I)andK_CZ\Z,with~K~ = IFI + 1, 
It is easy to show that, if F E %(2X), then A(K(F)) is the intersection of 
all of the transversals of ‘%(I,) contained in E\F. Note that Theorem 1 
reduces to the result of Rado and Jung when I Z\ZO 1 = 1. We need the 
following lemma of Folkman [2, Lemma 3.21; its proof is straightforward. 
LEMMA 1. Zf F E %(rU) and if J1 and J, are finite subsets of I,, such that 
I &Jd\F I = I J1 I and I A(J,)\F I = I J, I , then 
I 4J, u J,)\F I = I J1 u Jz I . 
Proof of the necessity of(i) and (ii). Suppose that 2l has a transversal: 
then there is a subset (xi : i E Z} A of E such that xi E A< for each i E Z. By 
M. Hall’s theorem [3, Theorem 4.2.11, (i) holds. We show that, if 
F~%(%)andKCZ\Z,,aresuchthatIKI=IFI+l,then{x~:i~K)~ 
F u A(K(F)). By way of contradiction, assume that for some such F and K 
we have T C F u A(K(F)), where T = {xi : i E K}. We can assume that 
I K I is as small as possible. The family (A,\T : j E IO) has a transversal, and 
so I A(J)\T I 3 1 J I for all finite JC I, , i.e., T E V(a). 
Suppose that T C A(K(F)). By Lemma 1, there is a finite J _C Z, such 
that 1 A(J)\F I = I J I and T C A(J). Then I J j < I A(J)\T I = I A(J)[ - 
ITl<I4J)\f’I+IFI-lTI=IJI+IFI-ITI, so 
that / F 1 > I T I = 1 K I , a contradiction. Thus, there exists k E K such 
that xk E F\A(K(F)). By Lemma 1, there is a finite H C IO such that 
I AW)\F/ = I HI and T\F _C A(H). 
Note that xk $ A(H) since A(H) C A(K(F)). Let F’ = F\{x,}and 
K’=K\{k}.ThenF’~V(‘%)andIK’]=IF’]+l.Also, 
I AW)\f” I = I H I 
so that H _C K(F’). Then T\F C A(K(F’)), and consequently 
T’ C F’ u A(K(F’)), 
where T’ = T\{xk}, contrary to our choice of K. 
The following lemma is a consequence of a very general result of 
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Brualdi and Scrimger, but we give an ad hoc proof that depends only on a 
result for which there is a short and simple proof in [3], and on M. Hall’s 
theorem [3, Theorem 4.2.11. 
LEMMA 2. If ‘%(I,,) has a transversal, then +@X) is a pre-independence 
structure on E. 
Proof. Since ‘%(I,,) has a transversal, %?(a) is not empty, and it is 
obvious that subsets of sets in %?@I) also belong to %?(?I). Let F and G be 
finite sets in %?(‘?I) with 1 G 1 = 1 F 1 + 1. Suppose that F u {x] $ %‘(VI) 
for all x E G\F. By Lemma 1, there is a finite J C I,, such that I A(J)\F I = 
] J I and G\F _C A(J), so that ] A(J)\[F u {x}]l < I J I for all x E G\F. This 
means that, for each x E G\F, the set F u {x} does not belong to the inde- 
pendence structure complementary to the transversal structure of the 
family a(J) of subsets of the finite set A(J) U F U G (see [3, pp. 140-1411). 
This is not possible, since F and G belong to this complementary structure. 
Thus we do have F u {x} E %?(‘%) for some x E G\F. 
Proof of the suficiency of(i) and (ii) (after Brualdi and Scrimger). Let 
1 < k < / Z\I,, I and let {il ,..., ile}+ C Z\ZO . Since Ai1 g A(K( ,@)), we can 
choose y1 E &\A(K( @a)). Then { y,} E U(2I) and we can choose 
y2 E (Al u A,)\{ vl> u 4K({ ul>>). Then { yl p y21 E ~(‘W. We proceed in 
this way and obtain { y1 ,..., yk}+ C Ai1 u es* u Aik such that 
Hence, by Lemma 2 and Rado’s theorem on the existence of independent 
transversals [3, Theorem 6.2.11, %(I\&,) has a transversal {xi : i E I\&} 
which is in g(a). Then (Aj\{xi : i E I\&} : j E I,,) has a transversal 
{xj : j E Z,,}, and {xi : i E I\&} u {x,. : j E I,} 
is a transversal of 9I. 
We can use Theorem 1 to answer the question of the existence of a 
partial transversal of ‘9I with a prescribed finite defect. 
Let d be a non-negative integer and let f be an integer such that 
0 < .f < d. Denote by %?#!I) the collection of all subsets F of E such that 
I A(J)\F I 3 I J I -f for all finite J C IO . If FE %?@I), let K,(F) be the 
union of all finite J C I, such that 1 A(J)\F I = I J I -f. 
THEOREM 2. Let d be a non-negative integer. The family 2I has a 
partial transversal of defect d if and only if 
(9 I 4J)l 2 I J I - dfor alljinite J C I,, , and 
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(ii) for every integer f such that 0 < f < d, and for all FE ~@I) and 
KCZ\Z,withlKI = IFI +d-ff l,A(K)cFuA(K,(F)). 
Proof. Let D be a set such that E n D = ~3 and 1 D 1 = d, and let 
‘%* = (Ai u D : i E I). Then 2l has a partial transversal of defect d if and 
only if 9l* has a transversal. 
Suppose (i) and (ii) hold. Then j A*(J)1 > / J I for all finite J C I, , 
since A*(J) = A(J) u D. Let F* E @?(?I*) and KC Z\Z, be such that 
~KI=IF*j+l.LetF*nE=Fand~D\F*/=f.Then~A*(J)\F*~= 
I A(J)\F I + A so that FE gf(‘8), and (in case Kf(F) # ia) 
F* u A*(K*(F*)) = D u F u &K,(F)). (1) 
Also, I K I = I F [ + d - f + 1. Therefore, .4*(K) g F* u A*(K*(F*)). 
By Theorem 1, ‘%I* has a transversal. 
Conversely, suppose that ‘$I* has a transversal. For all finite JC Z, , 
1 A(J)/ = / A*(J)/ - d > / J I - d. 
Let F’EW#I) and K_CZ\Z, be such that lK[ = IFI +d-f+ 1. Let 
F* be the set F with d -f elements of D adjoined. Then F* E U(2l*), and 
(1) holds. Also, I K I = I F* [ + I. Hence, by Theorem 1, 
NO e F u NM)). 
2. In this section we consider the dual of Theorem 1. Let 23 = 
(Z+ : i E Z) be a family of subsets of an infinite set E. We assume in this 
paragraph and the next that B satisfies 
(a) there is a subset E, of E such that E\E,, is finite, and only the elements 
of E\E,, belong to Bi for infinitely many i E I. 
Let .9(!I3) be the collection of all subsets J of Z such that 
for all finite F C E0 . If J E L@(d), let L(J) be the union of all finite F C E, 
such that 
l(iEZ\J:FiBB,# ~zr}l = IFl. 
Finally, if E’ C E, let G(E’) = {i E Z : E’ n Bi # a}. 
The dual of condition (ii) of Theorem 1 is that, for all JE 9(23) and 
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F C E\E, with 1 F 1 = 1 J j + 1, G(F) $ J u G@(J)). This is the follow- 
ing condition: 
(b) If JE S’(b) and F C E\E,, are such that 1 F j = 1 J / + 1, then, for 
some B, that meets F, we have i $ J, and every finite E’ C E,, that meets Bi 
also meets at least / E’ 1 other B,‘s with k E I\J. 
Thus, we obtain the dual of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 3. If 23 satisfies (a), then E is a partial transversal of 23 if and 
only if!?3 satisjies (b) and every$nite subset of E is a partial transversal of 23. 
If the family !.I3 is restricted, i.e., if no element of E belongs to Bi for 
infinitely many i E 1, then the collection of partial transversals of b is an 
independence structure on E [3, Theorem 6.5.31. We call the family 23 
quasi-restricted if it satisfies both (a) and (b). 
THEOREM 4. If b is a quasi-restricted family of subsets of E, then the 
collection of partial transversals qf 23 is an independence structure on E. 
Proof. All that we need to do is to show that the collection in question 
has finite character, and this follows by an argument like that given in the 
proof of [3, Corollary 4.2.41. We observe simply that, if the family 2I of 
the first section of this note satisfies (ii) of Theorem 1, then so does each 
of its subfamilies. 
The following is an example of a quasi-restricted, but not restricted, 
family: 
I = E = (1, 2, 3 ,... >, E, = (3, 4,...), 
4 = {I), &+I = {1,2k + 11, for k>,l, 
B2 = P), 4, = {2,2k), for k 3 2. 
Certain theorems in which it is required that a family of sets be restricted 
can be generalized by requiring only that the family be quasi-restricted. 
The proofs of these theorems use the fact that the conclusion of Theorem 4 
holds for the family in question. A typical example is [3, Theorem 10.4.21. 
All of this discussion brings to mind the following question. Let 9I be 
as in the first section, and let d be an independence structure on E. When 
does A have an independent transversal ? Any attempt to generalize the 
proof of Theorem 1 leads immediately to another question. Let 23, and 
bz be families of subsets of E, and let d be an independence structure on 
E. Suppose that 23, and b, have independent transversals. Under what 
conditions does 23, + 23, have an independent transversal ? 
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